Background. In primary care consultations patients with emotional distress tend to give verbal cues or symptom reports with psychological or psychiatric contents. This study examined the cue behaviour defined not only by psychological, but also by medical, social and life episodes related contents in patients with and without emotional distress, recognized and not by their GP. The GP's verbal behaviour in relation to patients' cue emission was also investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The great majority of people with emotional distress are diagnosed and treated by primary care physicians (Ormel et al. 1990 (Ormel et al. , 1995 Giro! n et al. 1998 ). However, a large proportion of anxious and depressed patients are missed, particularly when psychological symptoms are mild (Perez Stable et al. 1990 ; Coyne et al. 1995 ;  herself (Stewart et al. 1995) , shows attention to verbal and non-verbal cues (Davenport et al. 1987 ; Goldberg et al. 1993 ) and tries to involve the patient in decision-making and planning of the treatment (Winefield et al. 1996) .
The factors that have been shown to influence the physicians' verbal behaviour during the consultation are both physician-and patientrelated. The physicians' attitudes towards psychosocial themes (Newton et al. 1991 ; Robbins et al. 1994 ; Kaplan et al. 1995 Kaplan et al. , 1996 , sex Hall et al. 1994 a, b ; Law & Britten, 1995 ; Van den Brink-Muinen et al. 1998 ), patient's personality and life experiences (Good et al. 1987 ; Weich et al. 1995 Weich et al. , 1996 , expectations related to prescriptions (Webb & Lloyd, 1994) , patient information-seeking behaviours (Beisecker & Beisecker, 1990) , severity and type of medical illness (Roter & Ewart, 1992 ; Robbins et al. 1994 ; Hall et al. 1996) , health beliefs of the patients (Mechanic, 1986 ; Britten, 1994) and their frequency of attendance (Karlsson et al. 1995) are all aspects related to the quality of communication in medical visits, and to outcome measures such as doctor and patient satisfaction and the recognition of emotional distress (Hall et al. 1988 ; 1994 a, b ; Olfson et al. 1995 ; Ormel & Tiemens, 1995) .
Several studies underline the relation between these outcome measures and doctor communication skills (Stewart, 1984 ; Hall et al. 1988 ; Brody et al. 1989 ; Blanchard et al. 1990 ; Henbest & Stewart, 1990 ; Blanchard, 1994 ; Giro! n et al. 1998 ), but few have considered the role of patients' verbal and non-verbal behaviour during the consultation (Roter, 1984 ; Tuckett et al. 1986 ; Davenport et al. 1987 ; Goldberg et al. 1993 ; Tylee et al. 1995) . Moreover, these studies have examined and classified different aspects of patients' behaviour, such as body movement, verbal, vocal and postural cues (Davenport et al. 1987 ; Goldberg et al. 1993) ; question-asking, information giving, social behaviour, attentiveness, concern (Roter, 1984 (Roter, , 1991 and reports of physical, psychiatric or social symptoms (Tylee et al. 1995) . Despite these differences, the studies underline the potential importance of patient cues for the recognition of emotional distress. Recognition was facilitated when patients reported psychological symptoms of anxiety or depression early in the consultation (Tylee et al. 1995) . Cue emission, in turn, was shown to be influenced by GP's behaviour, increasing with patient-centred behaviours such as empathic statements or directive questioning about psychological issues, and decreasing with medical questions and other doctor led behaviours (Goldberg et al. 1993 ). It appears, therefore, that patient's emotional distress as well as GP's behaviour determine patient's cue emission and that GP's recognition of emotional distress is related to the rate, the content and the order at which patients emit such cues.
Such findings raise other important questions on the relationship between doctors' and patients' verbal behaviours during the consultation and the attribution of emotional distress. How does the verbal behaviour of patients change with the presence or absence of emotional distress ? What influence has GP's attribution on his\her interview style and on the cue emission of the patients ? Answers to these questions might help to sharpen physicians' attention to cues in emotionally distressed patients who are less easy to recognize, and might also encourage the physicians to avoid behaviours that ignore such cue emission.
These considerations led to the following hypotheses, which are tested by the present study.
1 Irrespective of whether they are attributed by the GP to have emotional stress, general practice patients with emotional distress (cases) give more cues than patients without (noncases). That is, this distinction between cases and non-cases will be present both in those patients who are thought to have emotional distress by the GP and in those not thought to have an emotional problem by the GP.
2 In addition, we postulate that in the case of patients with emotional distress that is recognized by their GP the cues given differ in content from those given by emotionally distressed patients who are not recognized by their GP.
3 The verbal behaviour of the GP is associated with the amount of cue emission by the patients, regardless of emotional distress.
METHOD Samples
Patients Patients were recruited to the study over a 2-month period in 1996. Data were collected twice weekly, on fixed days determined by the availability of the research interviewers. All consecutive patients aged between 16 and 74, who were either new to the GP or attending for a new illness episode, were eligible for the study. In all there were 474 patients recruited whose data have been analysed in a previous study . For this study a subset of 119 matched pairs (i.e. 238 patients) was then selected (see below).
General practitioners
Six experienced male GPs took part in the study. The mean number of years of experience in general practice was 17, with a standard deviation (..) of 6 years. Their mean age was 46 years (.. l 6). Their average patient list size was 1512 (ranging from 1300 to 1800). They were recruited from GPs' surgeries close to the Univerisity Hospital, which is located in a southern suburb of Verona. This is a mainly middle class urban area in northern Italy with well-developed health facilities. The six GPs (labelled GP1 to GP6) were among the first to be contacted and to agree to collaborate. None of them had received any formal training in interview techniques.
Procedure
In the twice-weekly sessions fixed for the data collection, the GPs audiotaped their consultations (with the patients' consent) and invited all patients who satisfied the selection criteria to meet the researcher and to complete a set of questionnaires. For each of these patients the GPs then completed a form, recording the patient's name and relevant clinical data recalled by them. This was done prior to updating the patient's records and the measures were collected on all patients who satisfied the selection criteria.
Measures
GP's form For each patient the following information was recorded.
1 Medical diagnosis and severity of present medical illness : no symptoms (0) ; symptoms without defined medical illness (1) ; mild (2) ; moderately severe (3) ; and, severe illness (4).
2 Frequency of the patient's attendance during the last year : none (0) ; one to four (1) ; and more than four (2).
3 Psychiatric treatment in the past and use of psychotropic drugs : yes, no, not known.
4 Attribution of psychological disorder by the GP : no emotional distress (0) ; subclinical problems (1) ; mild (2) ; moderately severe (3) ; and, severe (4) psychological distress. This variable has been collapsed in a dummy variable, with no emotional distress equal to 0 and all the values between 1 and 4 equal to 1.
Patient measures Socio-demographic characteristics
These were sex, age, marital and employment status (employed, without any paid employment) and educational level (lower, higher i.e. above secondary level). Psychosocial impact of illness A medical research worker coded the diagnosed illness as acute or chronic. Chronic diseases were then classified according to Rolland (1984) in terms of the onset of illness (acute or gradual), the course of chronic diseases (progressive, constant, relapsing\episodic), the outcome (fatal, shortened life span, non-fatal) and functional incapacitation caused by chronic illness (yes, no).
Emotional distress
This was measured by the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12), which has been standardized for Italian general practice attenders (Piccinelli et al. 1993) . The total score ranges from 0 to 12, a score of 3 and above suggesting the presence of emotional distress.
Stressful life events
Patients indicated on a list of 12 threatening life events (Brugha et al. 1985) , the events that had occurred during the last year. Patients with one or more life events were considered as patients with a psychosocial problem.
Social problems
Patients indicated, on a list of 10 social problem domains (derived from the Social Problem Questionnaire (Corney & Clare, 1985 ; Piccinelli, 1997) , those areas (housing, occupation, finance, social and leisure activities, family, child-parent and marital relationship, legal problems and living alone) in which they had minor, moderate or severe difficulties. The score was the number of social problem areas with at least moderate difficulties (score 2 and 3). Patients with one or more difficult social problem areas were considered as having a psychosocial problem. (Hirschfeld et al. 1977) This inventory gives a measure of interpersonal dependency expressed by three Likert (1-4) scales : Emotional Reliance on Another Person (18 items), Lack of Social Self-Confidence (16 items) and Assertion of Autonomy (14 items). The total score is given by the sum of the first two scales minus the last one and has been considered as the measure of personality dependency. The first two scales have been found to be related to the Neuroticism scale of the Maudsley Personality Inventory and to the presence of depression and anxiety (Hirschfeld et al. 1977) .
Personality Dependency Inventory

Interview measures
All audiotaped interviews were transcribed and classified using the Verona-Medical Interview Classification System (VR-MICS). Raters were blind to the patients' GHQ status and to GP's attribution of emotional distress.
The VR-MICS is a new classification system created to analyse the speech of both doctor (VR-MICS\D) ) and patient (VR-MICS\P) (Del Piccolo et al. 1999 ) during the consultation. The two classification systems are derived in part from the RIAS (Roter, 1993) , in part from those proposed by Henbest & Stewart (1989) and Brown et al. (1995) and from the classification systems adopted in studies on the recognition of emotional distress in general practice patients (Gask et al. 1987 ; Gask, 1992 ; Goldberg et al. 1993) .
The VR-MICS\D comprises 21 categories in which GP's verbal performance is coded in terms of content (medical\psychological\social), formulation (questions or statements) and social-emotional behaviour.
The VR-MICS\P comprises 21 categories and distinguishes between the cues and the statements. Cues are verbal behaviours adopted by the patient to catch doctor's attention by introducing spontaneously new contents, by variations in voice quality (crying, laughing, anger), in content or speech. Statements consist in simple answers to doctor's questions or in information giving. All cues and statements are defined by seven different characteristics : (1) psychological (emotions, worries, feelings) ; (2) social (events or situations referring to work, finance, family and other interpersonal relationships) ; (3) lifestyle (usual behaviours or changes in habits) ; (4) life episodes (occasional\sporadic and isolated behaviours, circumscribed in time intended or adopted by patients as response to particular situations or events) ; (5) illness management (contents related to physical illness and its treatment) ; (6) impact on function (the impact of illness on daily life) ; and, (7) other (cue undefined by content). Six other verbal behaviours, undefined by content, complete the classification system (asking questions, bid for repetition, social conversation, positive talk, negative talk, illness opinions\expectations).
Both scales possess high inter-rater reliability ; Cohen's kappa coefficient being 0n93 and 0n85 respectively, with percentage agreements for the various categories being between 71n0 % and 96n4 % Del Piccolo et al. 1999) .
For the purpose of the present study, doctor verbal behaviours have been classified into six main categories : closed questions with medical and therapeutic content ; closed questions with psycho-social content (regarding emotions, social problems, life-events and the somatic correlates of emotional distress) ; passive techniques (back channel responses, bid for repetition) ; active techniques (transition, checking, ask for understanding, ask for opinion and show agreement) ; open questions (with medical, psychological or social content, non-directive questioning) ; and emotional responses (shows appraisal and understanding, reassures).
The patient cues have been considered as the response variable and were put into three main categories : psychosocial -comprising psychological and social content ; medical -comprising illness management and impact on function ; lifestyle\episodes -comprising lifestyle and life episodes.
Selection of matched pairs
Two groups of matched pairs of patients were created for each doctor, according to his attribution of psychological disorder (see GP's form) : (a) pairs of patients who were both thought by the GP to have no emotional disorders (true and false negatives) ; and, (b) pairs of patients who were both thought by the GP to have an emotional disorder (true and false positives).
Within each pair, one of the two patients was a ' case ' (having a GHQ-12 score of 3) and the other was a ' matched control ' (with a GHQ-12 score of 3). Regarding the GHQ-12 as a gold standard for a diagnosis of emotional distress, this provided a sample containing four types of patient : true negatives (both GHQ and the doctor agree that there is no problem) ; false negatives (with a GHQ score of 3 but not recognized by the doctor) ; true positives (with a GHQ-12 score of 3 or more and recognized by the doctor) ; and false positives (the GP diagnoses an emotional problem when the GHQ is 3).
As well as matching according to the GP's diagnosis, patients within a pair were also : from the same GP list ; of the same sex ; with a similar age (a difference of not more than 10 years) ; and, when possible having an illness with the same psychosocial impact. The choice of these matching criteria was based on what in literature has been shown to influence both the characteristics of the interview and the number of cues provided by the patient (Hall et al. 1988 Winefield et al. 1995) .
Statistical analysis
Each interview was divided into units of speech before being classified. The sum of these units was used as indicator of the length of the interview. Then, to compare different interviews, all the frequencies of the verbal behaviours classified for both the doctor and the patient were expressed as proportions of the total of the patient's and doctor's units, respectively.
The methods of statistical analysis were chosen to reflect the relatively complex nature of the sampling design. The statistical models to compare cases and controls (i.e. a within-pair contrast) simply have to allow for the matchedpairs design (which also accounts for the effects of the confounding factors used in the matching).
Conditional logistic regression has been applied to compare matched cases and controls. It was used to investigate the association of the sociodemographic, clinical and psychological characteristics of the patients and ' caseness ' (as determined by the GHQ).
Logistic regression (i.e. non-conditional) was used to compare unmatched groups, after controlling for sex, age and chronic illness. This was used, for example, to compare the two groups of patients who were both GHQ positive and, separately, those who were negative.
Both types of logistic regression were carried out using Stata version 5 (StataCorp, 1977) . The chi-square statistics quoted from both types of regression were based on the log (likelihood ratio) criterion.
Multilevel modelling using Mlwin (1988) was used on the whole sample of patient pairs (i.e. both groups) to explore variation in the amount of cues (expressed as in terms of the proportion of the total interview length) as a function of various GP verbal behaviours. To approximate the required Mlwin assumptions on the distribution of data, the following transformation has been adopted :
where P l n\N, n is the frequency of the verbal behaviour and N is the total number of units (of the patient or of the doctor when considering the cues or GP's verbal behaviours, respectively). The 1 is present to avoid problems with trying to obtain the logarithm of zero. Multilevel modelling allows for the testing and estimation of covariate effects (such as the GP's attribution, GP's behaviour, and so on) and, simultaneously, for unexplained random variation at the level of the individual patient (interview), the matched pairs of patients, and the GP (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992 ; Plewis, 1997 ; Sixma et al. 1998) .
RESULTS
Sample characteristics
Although not sampled randomly the participating GPs were similar in terms of age, years of practice and size of patient list to the population of male GPs practising within the city of Verona. The selection process to create the case-control design between the six GPs is presented in Table 1 . From the total sample of 474 patients with complete data available, 238 (50n2 %) were selected to form matched-pairs of cases and controls. The characteristics of the total group of selected patients (GHQ-12 score, mean age, presence of chronic illness, male females ratio) were similar to the original sample Patients with all data available True negative (controls) False positives (controls) * Conditional logistic regression has been applied to compare cases and controls, while logistic regression, controlling for sex, age and chronic illness has been used to compare the two groups of patients with a low score at the GHQ-12 (controls) and the two groups of patients with high scores (cases). The likelihood ratio test is expressed by the χ#. 121 (55n9) 137 (55n8) 2n80 (1), 0n095 2n13(1), 0n144
11n03(1), 0n001
Proportion of cues, % (range) Medical content 5n1 (4n1) 5n8 (4n8) 0n61(1), 0n343
4n7 (3n9) 6n2 (3n7) 4n78 ( 1n4 (2n3) 2n4 (2n9) 4n18 ( 8n4 (6n8) 13n5 (6n5) 15n6(1), 0n001
0n21(1), 0n646
7n72(1), 0n006
* Conditional logistic regression has been applied to compare cases and controls, while logistic regression, controlling for sex, age and chronic illness has been used to compare the two groups of patients with a low score at the GHQ-12 (controls) and the two groups of patients with high scores (cases). The likelihood ratio test is expressed by the χ#.
from which they were chosen, but there was a difference in the total proportion of patients selected, depending on the GPs. This was due to some different reasons : many of GP3's audiotapes were not complete or were damaged, therefore the case-control matching was not possible for many patients not having emotional distress according to the doctor and for the males considered distressed. GP4 had only three male patients who he considered being emotionally distressed and it was not possible to find any case-control matching for those patients. All other doctors had between 51n3 % and 60n2 % of their patients selected, depending on the availability of the correct matched control. The characteristics of the selected cases and controls were similar within and between doctors. The only difference was related to GP5 and GP6 false negatives, who had a lower mean score than the other false negative groups on the GHQ-12 (F(5, 51) l 3n5, P l 0n008).
The sociodemographic, clinical and psychological characteristics of the two groups of pairs are shown in Table 2 . There were no differences in marital and employment status. According to within pairs comparisons, both groups of cases had more social problems and events than respective controls (χ#(3) l 25n77, P 0n0001 for negative pairs, and χ#(3) l 13n3, P l 0n004 for positive pairs) and true negatives were less dependent than false negatives (χ#(1) l 6n67, P l 0n010 -i.e. a mean total score of 49n5 v. 54n7) Considering cross-group comparisons, false positives had a lower educational level than true negatives (χ#(1) l 6n52, P l 0n011, i.e. 71n0% v. 54n4 % -both controls), patients considered to be distressed by the GP were more often high attenders (χ#(2) l 7n79, P l 0n002 comparing false positives and true negativesi.e. both controls -χ#(2) l 6n05, P l 0n049 comparing false negatives and true positives -i.e. both cases) and were more likely to have a history of psychiatric treatment (χ#(1) l 32n86, P l 0n002 comparing the controls -i.e. true negatives, 7n0% v. false positives, 53n2 % -and χ#(1) l 47n18, P 0n0001 comparing the cases -i.e. false negatives, 7n0% v. true positives, 64n5 %). Finally, comparing controls, physicians tended to consider as distressed those patients who had more psychological problems (χ#(3) l 13n14, P l 0n004 -i.e. true negatives v. false positives). Table 3 presents the length of the interviews expressed by the total number of units and the proportion of cues, distinguished by their content and according to the sex. When the GPs thought that the patient had a psychological problem, the length of the interview increased and this was particularly, so when the patient was correctly identified (χ#(1) l 11n03, P 0n0009 -an average of 102 units in the false negative v. 137 in the true positives).
Length of interview, proportion and content of cues in cases and not cases
The first hypothesis was that cases would give more cues than their matched controls. The supplementary hypothesis was that the content of the cues would differ between cases that were recognized by the GP (true positives) and cases that were not identified (false negatives). In both groups of pairs, the cases gave more cues than the controls, although the effect in the negative pairs was barely statistically-significant (χ#(1) l 3n50, P l 0n060 for the negative pairs -i.e. 7n9% v. 10n0 % -and χ#(1) l 15n6, P l 0n0001 for the positive pairs -i.e. 8n4% v. 13n5 %). Ignoring the GHQ-negative patients (i.e. dropping one patient from each pair and comparing the two resulting groups of GHQ cases), recognized cases gave more cues than those who were not recognized (χ#(1) l 7n72, P l 0n006 -i.e. 10n0% v. 13n5 %). As for the content of the cues, and returning to the analysis of the matched pairs data, both groups of cases gave more cues concerning their lifestyle and life episodes than their matched controls (χ#(1) l 3n85, P l 0n050 for the negative pairs -1n4% v. 2n0 % and χ#(1) l 4n18, P l 0n041 for the positive pairs -1n4% v. 2n4%). True positives gave also more cues concerning medical and psychosocial contents than their matched controls (χ#(1) l 4n78, P l 0n029 for medical cues, 4n7% v. 6n2 % and χ#(1) l 15n0, P 0n001 for psychosocial cues -2n2% v. 4n9 %). Finally, true positive patients gave more psychosocial cues than either the matched controls (χ#(1) l 15n0, P l 0n0001) or the false negatives (χ#(1) l 14n0, P 0n001).
Cues and GP's behaviour
We next used multilevel modelling techniques to explore sources of variation in the amount of cue emission, paying particular attention to the role of the verbal behaviour of the GP. We present the results of fitting three models (see Table 4 ). The first model simply allowed for random variation at three levels : between patients within the matched pairs (level 1) ; between the pairs of patients (level 2) ; and between GPs (level 3). Fitting this three level random effects model involves the estimation of three variance components corresponding to the three random effects. This model is referred to as the ' Null ' model. The second multilevel model contained the same three random effects but, in addition, contained so-called fixed effects (or covariates) indicating the influence of the factors involved in the construction of the two groups of matched pairs of patients. This model is referred to as the ' design variables ' model. The design variables included GP attribution of psychological distress (0 l No ; 1 l Yes) and the patient's ' true ' status as determined by the GHQ (0 l noncase ; 1 l case). Before moving on to the third model -our ' Final ' model, we will explain the results of fitting the first two (see columns 1 and 2 of Table 4 ). The intercept term in the ' Null ' model is an indicator of the average amount of cue emission (using Y l ln (1jP) as the dependent variable in the model). The estimated variance components for patients, pairs and GPs are 0n724, 0n000 and 0n013, respectively. Most of the variation appears to be occurring at the level of the GPs. Column 2 of Table 4 illustrates the statistically significant effects of GP attribution and GHQ status. The dependent variable, Y, is increased by 0n262 (.. l 0n107) when the GP attributes psychological distress in the patient. Independently, the effect of being a case according to the GHQ is to increase Y by 0n503 (. l 0n103). Introduction of these two fixed effects influences the estimates of the three random effects variables, but not dramatically so.
Our so-called ' Final ' model arose from fitting the effects of several other patient characteristics and GP verbal behaviours and testing for possible two-way interactions. The model eventually chosen (column 3 of Table 4 ) contains the three random effects, the two design variables and, in addition, the effects of the amount of closed questions on medical\therapeutic matters, the amount of closed questions on psychosocial subjects, and the level of use of Closed Med-therapMPatient's GHQ-12 score ---k0n018 (0n010) 3n700* Both events and social problemsMGP attribution ---0n604 (0n286) 4n453* 1 social problems onlyMGP attribution ---1n416 (0n462) 9n413** 1 events onlyMGP attribution ---0n091 (0n245) 0n138 k2Mlog (likelihood) 601n607 573n971 27n64** 535n256 66n35*** .., standard error; *** P 0n001 ; ** P 0n01 ; *P 0n05.
active techniques -all three measured as a proportion of total interview length. The fitted patient characteristics were presence of one or more social problems only (0 l No ; 1 l Yes), presence of one or more life events only (0 l No ; 1 l Yes) and presence of both life events and social problems (0 l No ; 1 l Yes). The final model also contains the following interaction terms : amount of closed questions on medical\ therapeutic problems by GHQ status, social problems by GP attribution, life events by GP attribution, and both events and social problems by GP's attribution. In order to interpret the results in column 3 of Table 4 we have to first look at the interactions at the bottom of the Table together with the corresponding main effects. We start with life events and social problems and their interactions with GP's attribution of emotional stress. All three interactions have positive estimates, indicating that higher levels of cue emission are associated with the joint presence of life events, social problems and a GP attribution of psychological distress. In the absence of this GP attribution, the effects of life events and social problems are negative (the regression coefficients corresponding to the main effects of life events, social problems, and both, are all negative). In the absence of life events or social problems the association between amount of cue emission and GP attribution of emotional distress appears to be negligible (the main effect of GP's attribution being -0n005). The interaction between amount of closed questioning on medical or therapeutic subjects and GHQ status (k0n018) is marginally statistically significant but indicates that lower cue emission is associated with increased closed questioning in the GHQ cases. The corresponding main effect of closed medical questions (0n002) indicates that the level of questioning has little association with cue emission in the non-cases. Similarly, cases have a higher level of cue emission than non-cases in the absence of closed questioning on medical matters (estimate 0n923 with a .. of 0n234). Given the size of this main effect and the very small (negative) value of the interaction, it is clear that the cases, on average, will always have a higher level of cue emission than the noncases, but that the difference will decrease slowly as the amount of closed questioning on medical subjects increases.
Finally, looking at the remaining main effects, we see that increases in the amount of closed questions concerning psychosocial topics are associated with higher levels of cue emission (0n023, .. 0n009) and increases in the use of active techniques are associated with a decrease in cue emission (k0n018, .. 0n009). Other patient-centred techniques (use of open questions and emotional responses) were not included in the final model because their effects were not statistically significant.
Returning to hypothesis three, we postulated that the verbal behaviour of the GPs was associated with the amount of cue emission, irrespective of the emotional status of the patients. The two main effects of closed psychosocial questions and active techniques are a direct test of this hypothesis, after allowing for the GP attribution and patient's life events and social problems, as well as the psychological status of the patient.
DISCUSSION
In our study we have considered a very specific but crucial aspect of a patient-centred interview : the number and type of cues given by patients with and without emotional distress and the influence of patients' psychosocial characteristics and GP attribution and verbal behaviours on cue emission. To do this we sampled interviews using a design with two groups of matched pairs of patients controlling for the GP (each physician has a specific interview style), sex (GPs may behave differently with male and female patients), age (elderly patients have more often chronic illness and longer consultations) and type of illness (considering the presence and the psychosocial impact of chronic illness). Results could then be better related to the characteristics of the interview rather than to these confounding influences.
We have considered three hypotheses that have all been confirmed : patients with emotional distress gave more cues than patients who were not distressed, even if those patients who were recognized gave more cues (total proportion) than those who were not (first hypothesis). The content of the cues changed in relation to GP attribution : recognized (true positives) compared with unrecognized (false negatives) patients gave more cues and more often with psychosocial content ; patients not recognized gave a greater proportion of cues related to their lifestyle and life episodes when compared with true negative patients (second hypothesis).
The proportion of cues given by a patient was influenced by GP's verbal behaviour ; cues increased with closed psychosocial questions and decreased with active interview techniques (third hypothesis).
General considerations
Samples Comparing the selected sample of pairs with the original sample of patients, we did not find any important difference. The sample of patients, in turn, was very similar to the population attending general practices (they were all consecutive patients with a new episode of illness -no selection was applied during this stage) and also similar to those of other Italian primary care samples (Pini et al. 1995) , so we may conclude that our results have a good external validity.
Limitations
We considered only verbal and vocal cues, ignoring the role of non-verbal cues. However, verbal cues have been shown to make the strongest contribution towards the determination of GHQ score (Davenport et al. 1997 ), compared to postural and movement cues. The preference given to verbal and vocal cues was also determined by the classification system adopted, which is based on the analysis of interview transcripts. We also did not study qualitative characteristics of the interaction, but a sequence analysis (which is more process based) is now being undertaken.
Another limitation was the use of GHQ-12 as the only measure (other than the view of the GP) of emotional distress. The reported symptoms therefore cannot be taken reliably as evidence of psychological disorder. This would have required extensive formal assessment methods which would, however, have increased patients' refusal rate since they were assessed immediately after the consultation without previous appointment. Nevertheless, the identification of such symptoms or ' discomforts ' in this sample is important, as we were interested in the relationship between even mild symptoms of emotional distress and the proportion of cues given by the patients.
Main findings
Sociodemographic and medical characteristics of cases and matched controls Matched cases and controls were similar on most of the sociodemographic and medical characteristics considered in the study. The only difference was related, as expected from previous research (Pini et al. 1995) , to the number and copresence of severe social problems and recent life events, which were more frequent in both groups of cases.
Cross-group comparisons showed that when GPs attributed psychological distress to patients with low scores on the GHQ-12 (false positives) these were patients with lower educational level, with higher attendance and with a greater frequency of psychiatric problems in the past. Also true positives had more often past psychiatric treatment and were frequent attenders. High attendance and past psychiatric problems seemed therefore to be the most important variables, which induced GPs to attribute emotional distress. Indeed, high attendance has been shown to be an important factor related to psychiatric illness (Karlsson et al. 1995) , while past psychiatric problems may induce a bias in the diagnosis or in the patient presentation of new information (Weyrauch et al. 1995) . Psychosocial problems seemed to be important too (as patients considered to be distressed had more problems), but this piece of information was not always considered by the GPs (patients not recognized had high frequencies of both events and social problems too), or not collected during the consultation.
Proportion and content of cues in cases and not cases GHQ positive cases of both groups gave more cues in terms of total proportion than their matched controls (GHQ negative cases). The content of cues changed in relation to GP's attribution of emotional distress. Recognized patients gave more cues and more often with psychosocial content than unrecognized patients did. However, our finding on the important role of a patient's past psychiatric history and high frequency of attendance in the attribution of emotional distress suggests that GPs untrained in communication skills tend not to use such cues for recognition even when these are frequent and of explicit psychosocial content.
Patients not recognized as distressed (false negatives) had a total proportion of cues similar to that of true negative patients, but gave significantly more cues related to their lifestyle and to circumscribed life episodes. It seems, therefore, that false negative patients tried to introduce into the conversation something related to their psychosocial situation, but rather than using psychological terms or refer to social problems, they mentioned apparently unimportant episodes of their life. These cues went unnoticed. Attention to these cues and exploration of their meaning would allow access to the emotional distress of these patients which otherwise risks to remain unrecognized and untreated.
Cues and GP's behaviour
The design of our study did not allow conclusions about causality or direction of effects. However, the Multilevel Model as well as testing hypothesis three, allowed to have an overall picture of the effect of cue emission, doctor's behaviour and patient characteristics. Patients' cue emission was in part patient-led (determined by emotional distress), in part doctor-led (GP behaviour). When the GP attributed emotional distress, he tended to use background information already available (past psychiatric history, high attendance) rather than patient cues (true positives gave all types of cues more often than false positives). This bias led to the correct recognition of emotional distress of GHQ positive patients with high attendance and past psychiatric history but also to the false attribution of distress to GHQ negative patients with these characteristics. The same bias induced GPs to miss GHQ positive patients if these attended rarely and had no previous psychiatric history.
GP attribution increased patients' cue emission, but only when these had social problems. It appears therefore that GPs adopted verbal behaviours associated with attribution, which in these patients increased cues. These were closed psychosocial questions. Closed questions are by definition doctor-centred and are used to confirm clinical hypotheses. They are not apt to gather new information signalled by the patient in form of cues. Our GPs thus seem to test the correctness of their attribution, but not to explore or follow-up patients' cues that might have modified or adjourned their view (particularly with regard to those patients who, despite the presence of social problems, were GHQ negative). In other words, patient cues, rather than antecedent, appear consequent to attribution. The contrary is likely to happen when GPs used active interview techniques (which were not associated with attribution) that are patient centred and facilitate the patients' flow of information without the need to catch the doctors' attention with further cues. Our findings indeed show that these techniques decreased the proportion of cues in the presence as well as in the absence of emotional distress. A similar result was observed by Verhaak (1988) who showed that when a physician adopted a patient-centred approach, the patient did not need to take the initiative to signal problems and that if the patient did so, it was in most cases a sign of the physicians' unresponsive attitude.
Cues tended to diminish also with closed medical questioning, but only in GHQ positive cases. This might explain the lower number of cues of the GHQ positive cases not recognized compared with those recognized. The testing of a medical hypothesis not only causes the physician to neglect psychosocial issues (Goldberg & Huxley, 1992) but discourages patients' cue emission without permitting a free flow of information (Goldberg et al. 1993 ; Smith, 1996) .
Other important patient-centred techniques do not emerge in the model, because they were rarely used (i.e. empathic statements) or very variable between doctors (i. e. open questions, passive techniques). Previous research on the use of these categories by GPs without any formal training in communication skills obtained similar results (Wolraich, 1986 ; Kern et al. 1989 ; Roter et al. , 1997 Roter & Frankel, 1992 ; Street, 1992 ; Hall et al. 1994 b) .
Conclusions
Our results underline some important issues on the recognition and attribution of emotional distress in a general practice setting and suggest some practical recommendations. The finding that emotionally distressed patients who give cues with psychological contents are those who are most easily recognized is in line with previous observations in the literature. However, unrecognized distressed patients also give important cues, but these are related to life style and circumscribed life episodes. High attendance and past psychiatric history induced a strong tendency in GPs to attribute emotional distress. This bias contributes, together with the lack of a patient centred interview approach, to the nonrecognition of distressed patients who are less psychologically minded, less frequent attenders and are without previous psychiatric history, and to the false attribution of emotional distress to those without. GPs, therefore, should increase attention to cues referring to lifestyle and life episodes and to the associated feelings and emotions. The information on emotions is essential for a correct assessment of the patient and helps to avoid false attribution of emotional distress, in particular in the presence of past psychiatric history or high frequency of attendance.
